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CLASSIC CAR AUCTION AT GUTENSTEIN, MAY 31st AND JUNE 1st 

One of this summer's highlights will be the first of Langham Hügler‘s CLASSIC CAR AUCTIONS, held at the 

grounds of dream castle Gutenstein, in Lower Austria, on May 31st and June 1st. Only 50 minutes by car from 

Vienna, Gutenstein and the vast park surrounding the 17th-century castle, contribute to the beautiful setting for 

the first car show plus auction extravaganza by Langham Hügler.  

Langham Hügler is an ambitious joint venture between Classic & Exotic Car specialist Ian Gold and car enthusiast 
Franziskus Kriegs-Au, young scion of the Austrian jewelry dynasty JUL.HÜGLER. 

Ian Gold has been active in the Classic, Exotic & Collector Car market for over 35 years. Although this business 

started out as a weekend hobby for him in 1992, it has grown to a thriving business with other locations outside 

Austria in the UK and Spain. In addition he is running an International music company, launched in 1987, which 

holds concerts worldwide. This keeps him very busy, focused and “striving for success in all that he does”. 

Through pure hard work and unrivalled service to both buyers and sellers, Ian is now in Austria to ensure the 
success and professionalism of Langham Hügler. 

Nicole Gold is not only Head of International Relations because she has majored in languages at University in the 

US, speaking no less than six languages with a genuine interest in sports and exotic cars. Hugely enthusiastic 

about life and the future of Langham Hügler, Nicole and her family are close to many of the team leaders, drivers 

and the founder of F1, Bernie Ecclestone. 

Aside from being a long-time car enthusiast, Franziskus Kriegs-Au, armed with his international experience at 

Chopard and Kornmesser, revitalized the Austrian jewelry legend “Julius Hügler.” In May 2019, a new 

JUL.HÜGLER  store opens at the distinguished first-district address Habsburgergasse 9, where Franziskus 

Kriegs-Au will continue his family’s tradition in high jewelry, stemming back to 1875. 

The event at Gutenstein starts Friday, May 31st, with a pre-auction viewing in the afternoon from 3:00 to 8:00 pm. 
A superb selection of Rare & Classic Cars from many eras to suit all budgets are scheduled to grace the lawns.  

The event on Saturday 1st is open to the public from 9:00 and will culminate in the live auction held Saturday, 

June 1st, starting at 3:00 p.m. In addition to the car show there will be culinary highlights - from delicious finger 

food to wonderful snacks, and drinks from fine juices to exclusive BRÜNDLMAYER wines. A special children‘s 

program with many attractions is awaiting the kids. 

The admission fee for the event is 20 € for two persons, or 30 € for a Bonus Family ticket. 

The auction will be followed by a fantastic live show by the fabulous Katrina and the Waves in the early evening 

hours at 7:00 p.m. Katrina is an American musician and the lead singer of pop rock band Katrina and the Waves 

whose song "Walking on Sunshine" was an international hit climbing the charts in the US and the U.K. amongst 

numerous other territories. They also won the 1997 Eurovision Song Contest for the United Kingdom with the 

song "Love Shine a Light". So be prepared for a fantastic night of superb vocals, smash hit singles and an 
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incredible stage performance by the whole band - a one off opportunity to come and see Katrina perform live in 

the idyllic location of Gutenstein at the purpose music hall.  

The admission fee for the concert is 39 € per person. 

The second CLASSIC CAR auction by Langham Hügler is set for this year in September. 

The CLASSIC CAR AUCTIONS team look forward to your visit and an enchanting time.
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